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Grow  Your 

Phonics  Skills!
Look for CVC words with 

 

 
 

short o

Try these decodable words! 
See page 15  for more. 

bog 

fox 

New Vocabulary 

bog: a wet and spongy 
piece of land 

 
Let’s  Read!
Scan the QR code 

to watch a fun 2-minute 
video about the book.

https://vimeo.com/showcase/10545984


    Fox and Hog 



Fox     likes     to     jog     a     lot. 

Fox     is     fast     like     a     hot 

rod. 
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Fox     jogs     in     the     fog     to 

a     bog. 

He     sees     Hog     on     a 

log.  
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Hog     is     not     fast     like 

Fox.  

Hog     is     not     a     hot     rod 

like     Fox. 
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"Do     you     jog?"     said     Fox. 

"I     do     not     jog,"     said 

Hog.  
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"Do     you     hop?"     said     Fox. 

"I do not hop," said 

Hog. 

"Do     you     box?"     said     Fox. 

"I     do     not     box,"     said 

Hog.  
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"I     like     to     sit     in     my    

bog,"     said     Hog.  

"I     like     to     sit     and     jot." 
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Fox     and     Hog     sit     in   

the     bog. 
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Phonics Fun 

Use magnetic letters or 
create your own on 
individual squares of paper: 
f, g, h, j, l, o, t, x. 
Use the letters to make 
words from the list. 
Make and read each word. 

fox  hot jog lot 

Comprehension 

Who are the main 
characters in the story? 

High Frequency Words 

is not said 

Decodable Words 

bog 
box 
fog 
fox 
hog 
hop 

hot 
jog 
jot 
log 
lot 
rod 
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Scan the QR code for a phonics lesson 
in English and Spanish 

Patents Pending 

Fox and Hog 
Decodable Set: 8 
Skill: Short o CVC words 
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